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HE GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

The art of security & style, in one innovative product.
SECURITY

10 YEAR WARRANTY

RUST PROOF

OUTDOOR

INDOOR

CUSTOM COLOURS

ShutterGuard® Aluminium Security Shutters are a savvy, stylish, safety
solution for windows or doors – offering security without
compromising the aesthetics of your home, commercial or retail space.
The patented Gear-lock keeps the shutters in place. A 6cm patented bolt secures the shutters to the floor, leaving no leverage to
lift the lock out of the track. A 3.4cm bolt secures the top track when locked. The Cisa system allows you to lock the shutters
with a unique security key. Should you wish to have a double-sided lock please request this with us.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Weight:

14 kg/m2

Min/Max Width:

250 - 850mm

Min/Max Height:

650 - 2900mm

Material:

Aluminium

6cm patented bolt secures
shutters to floor when locked

NEW ergonomically designed shutter lock & louvre lock system

STANDARD COLOURS
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Security
10 Year Warranty

Matte Anthracite Grey

Matte Bronze

Matte Stone Grey

Matte White

Matte Light Grey

Impervious to moisture
Will not crack, split or warp
Rust Proof
Easy to clean
CUSTOM COLOURS

Control of noise and temperature
Control light with Astragal lip

TRACK OPTIONS
LIP

NO LIP

track which
has a ‘lip’
coming up and
over and lies
against the top
frame opening,
to neaten
it off.

The top track
fits in flush
with the
opening and
doesn’t come
up and over
the top wall
opening.

Top track with lip

Top track without lip

Bottom track / raised

Bottom track / recessed

Face fixed with top track

(To neaten uneven walls, window frames, gaps etc)

Reveal fixed with top track
(inside the window/
door reveal)

PIVOT OPTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
PIVOT

either the extreme
left or extreme right
shutter is fixed and
does not move.
The other shutters
therefore pivot from
this fixed point

Bi fold

Cottage

Cottage arch
(please note no bottom frame)

Bi pass

Slider

Floating
(When stacked shutters
can move left or right)

Pivot, either left or right

UP TO

YEARS

Let the sunshine in.
10 YEAR WARRANTY

RUST PROOF

OUTDOOR

INDOOR

CUSTOM COLOURS

Hurricane Aluminium Shutters were originally designed to protect windows
and doors from storms and high winds without compromising the aesthetics
of a home.
These stylish shutters, made entirely from aluminium, are not only good to look at but are functional, durable, won’t rust, are easy to
clean and therefore come with a 10 year warranty. As with ShutterGuard®, the folding, louvred shutters will open up a room as well
as control light, noise and temperature.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Weight:

14 kg/m2

Min/Max Width:

250 - 850mm

Min/Max Height:

500 - 2900mm

Material:

Aluminium

NEW ergonomically designed turn bolt

STANDARD COLOURS

TECHNICAL FEATURES
10 Year Warranty

Matte Anthracite Grey

Matte Bronze

Matte Stone Grey

Matte White

Matte Light Grey

Control of light, noise and temperature
Impervious to moisture
Will not crack, split or warp
Rust Proof
CUSTOM COLOURS

Easy to clean

Custom colours are available, please speak to your sales representative. An additional
fee will apply on all custom colours. Manufacture lead times require an extra 5 days.

TRACK OPTIONS
LIP

NO LIP

track which
has a ‘lip’
coming up and
over and lies
against the top
frame opening,
to neaten
it off.

The top track
fits in flush
with the
opening and
doesn’t come
up and over
the top wall
opening.

Top track with lip

Top track without lip

Bottom track / raised

Bottom track / recessed

Face fixed with top track

Reveal fixed with top track

(stands proud against
the opening)

(set inside the
window/door reveal)

(To neaten uneven walls, window frames, gaps etc)

PIVOT OPTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
PIVOT

either the extreme
left or extreme right
shutter is fixed and
does not move.
The other shutters
therefore pivot from
this fixed point

Bi fold

Cottage

Cottage arch
(please note no bottom frame)

Bi pass

Slider

Floating
(When stacked shutters
can move left or right)

Pivot, either left or right

HE GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

UP TO

YEARS

Natural light. Privacy on demand.
3 YEAR WARRANTY

RUST PROOF

INDOOR ONLY

CONTROL LIGHT, NOISE & TEMPERATURE

Thermowood® Shutters are practical and elegant, custom-made, louvre door
shutters, manufactured from a durable, specially engineered wood substitute –
extruded PVC – that has been thoroughly tested under stringent humid, hot
and dry conditions to ensure longevity.
Whether you want to invite light and a sense of space into your home at the ocean’s edge or in the in the middle of the Karoo, or whether
you are looking for a room divider or alternative cupboard door in a room influenced by moisture, Thermowood® Shutters will deliver on
its’ promise of merging indoor and outdoor living – elegantly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Weight:

8 kg/m2

Min/Max Width:

240 - 600mm

Min/Max Height:

450 - 2900mm

Material:

Extruded PVC

Side profile of Thermowood® louvre

Thermowood® louvres with tiltrod

AVAILABLE STANDARD COLOURS

TECHNICAL FEATURES
3 Year Warranty

Holland

Lime Wash

Magnolia

Satin White

Ash Grey

Alu White

Control of light, noise and temperature
Impervious to moisture
Will not crack, split or warp
Rust Proof
CUSTOM COLOURS

Easy to clean

Kindly note no custom colours are available for Thermowood®

TRACK OPTIONS
LIP

NO LIP

track which
has a ‘lip’
coming up and
over and lies
against the top
frame opening,
to neaten
it off.

The top track
fits in flush
with the
opening and
doesn’t come
up and over
the top wall
opening.

Top track with lip

Top track without lip

(To neaten uneven walls, window frames, gaps etc)

PIVOT OPTIONS

Face fixed with top track

Reveal fixed with top track

(stands proud against the opening)

(set inside the window/door reveal)

TILT ROD

CONFIGURATIONS

Tilt rods offer owners the opportunity to open and
close the shutters with the rod which is placed on the
louvres, running down the middle of each shutter pane.

PIVOT

either the extreme
left or extreme right
shutter is fixed and
does not move.
The other shutters
therefore pivot from
this fixed point

Pivot, either left or right

Bi fold

Standard Frame

Decorative Frame

With tilt rod

Without tilt rod
(also known as clear view)

HOW OUR RANGE
OF SHUTTERS
STACK UP
ShutterGuard® Aluminium
Security Shutters

Hurricane
Aluminium Shutters

Thermowood®
Shutters

Material

Aluminium

Aluminium

Extruded PVC (specially engineered wood
substitute)

Internal use







External use





Rustproof





Deliver on security





Stackable







Suitable for doors & windows







Warranty

10 years

10 years

3 years

Colours

Matte White, Matte Bronze,
Matte Light Grey, Matte Stone Grey,
Matte Anthracite Grey

Matte White, Matte Bronze,
Matte Light Grey, Matte Stone Grey,
Matte Anthracite Grey

Satin White, Magnolia, Lime Wash,
Alu-White, Holland or Ash.

2 weeks: Matte White, Matte Bronze
3 weeks: Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey, Matte Anthracite Grey

2 weeks: Matte White, Matte Bronze
3 weeks: Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey, Matte Anthracite Grey 2 weeks: All standard colours

Custom colours available*

Custom colours available*

Bi-Fold, Bi-Pass, Slider,
Cottage Style or Cottage
Arch Frame configuration

Bi-Fold, Bi-Pass, Slider,
Cottage Style or Cottage
Arch Frame configuration

*see below for custom
colour timings and surcharge

Manufacture time
Excluding delivery which requires 5 - 7
working days from our Cape Town factory.

Configurations


Only if you add Louvre Locks
as an optional extra**

No custom colours available.

Bi-Fold, Bi-Pass, Cottage Style Frame,
Cottage Arch Frame, Standard Frame or
Decorative Frame.
Available with centre located tilt rod or
Clearview®options.

Sizes

Min-Max shutter width:
250-850mm
Min-Max shutter height:
650-2900mm

Min-Max shutter width:
250-850mm
Min-Max shutter height:
500-2900mm

Mechanism / Components

Supplied with hinges,
brackets and tracks for smooth operation

Supplied with hinges,
Supplied with Clearview®(no tiltrod) or
brackets and tracks for smooth operation Tiltrod (middle of the louvres running
vertical) and tracks for smooth operation

Accessories

Louvre Locks

Louvre Locks only as an optional extra**

Light Control

Privacy Control
Security

Yes. New Astragal frame removes light gap New Astragal frame removes light gap
between shutter panels.
between shutter panels. This is only
applied as an optional extra **

Min-Max shutter width:
240-600mm
Min-Max shutter height:
450-2900mm

Yes. Light control depends
on the louvres tilt when
closing/opening.

85 - 100% (not possible to see through
closed shutters)

85 - 100% (not possible to see through 85 - 100% (not possible to see through
closed shutters)
closed shutters)

ShutterGuard® is a security shutter
system. Patented Taylor 2-way
aluminium Gear-Lock System.
6cm patented bolt secures shutters
to the floor. 3.4cm bolt secures shutters
to the top track.

Hurricane Shutters can only be
considered a security shutter if a louvre
lock is added. Should you wish to add
lourvre locks you are able to, to secure
your louvres shut.**

Thermowood® is not a security
shutter system.

*Custom colours are available at a surcharge and will add an extra 1 week to the lead time
**Optional extras for Hurricane Shutters include: Astragal Frame to remove light gap between shutter panels and louvre locks to lock louvres.

